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Auto Repair Marketing360 Announces Its 360° Inbound Digital Marketing
Suite Specifically Crafted for the Auto Repair Industry

When local auto repair centers are having a problem finding clients to service, the answer is
better marketing solutions with Auto Repair Marketing360. Auto Repair Marketing360, the
leader in inbound marketing for the industry, is excited to announce their full service web
design and internet marketing services created to attract customers while boosting advertising
effectiveness.

Loveland, Colorado (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- Auto Repair Marketing360 is excited to announce the
evolution, development, and release of their 360° Inbound Digital Marketing Suite crafted specifically for the
auto repair industry. By incorporating marketable website designs with their tailored internet advertising
campaigns, Auto Repair Marketing360 aims to help local repair companies expand within a short amount of
time.

As everyone is in need of a mechanic at some point, the competition for local repair businesses is
continually rising. When searching for a reputable repair center, most people will turn to a search
engine to start, making it extremely important for businesses to have a solid internet marketing campaign in
place. Auto Repair Marketing360 recognizes this fact and strives to put their clients at the top of Google
searches to boost business and clients. When potential customers are searching for specific key targeted
keywords, Auto Repair Marketing 360 is there to ensure its customer’s website are promoted to the top.

Auto Repair Marketing360 incorporates all aspects of internet marketing, beginning with an extremely
marketable website design, and then their 360° Inbound Digital Marketing Suite which includes UXi™
Technology, Top Placement Ads®, My Click-to-Calls™, Natural Listing Ads™, Local Listing Ads™ and
Retargeting Ads™. As Auto Repair Marketing360 continues to expand, so do their satisfied clients.

About:
Auto Repair Marketing360, the inbound marketing firm, has released the best way to market a
mechanic business online. Using the concept of re-advertising online and a well-designed website, Auto Repair
Marketing360 is able to help a business gain influence in the industry. By helping businesses schedule more
repairs and jobs, Auto Repair Marketing 360 has created a better way to stay in contact with existing customers
while attracting new clients at the same time.
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Contact Information
Farra Lanzer
Mad360
http://www.mad360.net
970-663-7635

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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